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President Todd
Views Eastern
Building Plans
Expects to Visit Yale, Princeton, Wisconsin, Lawrence
Colleges
The study of building plans and
various methods used by colleges is
the chief aim of President Edward
H. Todd in his trip East. Leaving
the first or second of April, he will
be gone for two or three weeks, and
will visit a number of colleges.
Among institutions he hopes to attend are Yale and Princeton, the
University of Wisconsin and Lawrence College. also in Wisconsin.
Library and dormitory plans will be
the principal part of his study.
At Lawrence College, located at
Appleton, Wisconsin, Dr. Todd will
study the methods of cooperation between the school and the wood pulp
manufacturers of the district. The
manufacturers support a wood pulp
building as a part of the college
curriculum. At the University of
Wisconsin. Dr. Todd will consider
the wood products division.
The president will also call on
several of the eastern foundations
that invest their funds in educational institutions.
The present trip is Dr. Todd's second one of this school year to the
East. He usually makes two or three
a year and goes purely in the interests of the college, making the
school known in the East. His past
trips have shown him that C. P. S.
has a considerable reputation there.

Goethe's "Faust"
Presented Here
Limited Reservations Presented
At Reduced Prices
Students of the College of Puget
Sound will be given the opportunity
to see Goethe's dramatic epic
"Faust," as a limited number of
special student tickets have been
secured for the price of fifty cents.
Any one who wishes to go should see
Professor W. H. Mans or Miss Martha Pearl Jones for information. All
reservations should be made prior to
spring vacation.
The world famous play will be
presented by the Tacoma Drama
League in association with the Seattle Repertory Playhouse. It will
be held Wednesday, April 13, at 8
P. M. at the Temple Theatre.
The production Is to be given in
honor of the 200th anniversary of
Goethe's death and is the fourth
time it has been presented In the
United States.
Mrs. Burton James, director of the
play, will give a complimentary leeLure on the play and its production
at Jason Lee Auditorium, Thursday,
April 7, at 8 P. M.

PLAYERS GIVE
TACOMA PLAY
A one act play entitled The Miracle of Our Lady's Chapel," written
by the well known Tacoma playwright, Mrs. Hunter Kennard, was
presented in chapel this morning in
observance of Easter.
The play was presented very admirably and directed by Miss Martha Pearl Jones. Students appearing
in the production were Ruth Arwood,
taking the part of the statue Mary ;
Charlotte Cook as the Abbess; Carol
Hanson, a Nun and the Novice being played by Peggy Scudder.
Music for the religious presentation was given by the Adelphian
Choral Society. Louise Montgomery
played the organ during the play.
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Tunsanawas Pictures
The following womens athletic teams are to report to the
gymnasium today, Friday at
12:05 o'clock:
Sophomore and junior hockey
t€ams.
Sophomore basketball team.
Tumbling club.
Kappa Sigma Theta sorority
team.
It is important that these
groups be present, as the pictures for the Tamanawas will
be taken at this time.
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Seniors Apply
For Graduation
Degrees, Honors

MATTSON COMPETES IN FINALS
AT TULSA FORENSIC CONVENTION

36 Students File to Receive
Diplomas in June, End of
Summer

Bill Le Veque Eliminated In Oratory ; I)ehate
Team Defeated in Preliminaries ; Travelers
Treated Royally at Ahulene, Texas, Home Town
I ofCharles Thomas

Thirty-six seniors who have made
applications for their bachelors deAfter being defeated in debate and oratory, the Puget Sound
grees are in line to receive them
providing their work is kept up for speech squad has finally qualified to participate in the final
-I_..__
.L
: V___ NI_
I_:_I
,
L}ILd INdilUFidi '.,..onvention at i ulsa,
the remainder of the year, accoru- lourlus hi IFit ri
Oklahoma.
J. Herman Mattson, holding down the position
ing to Christian Miller, registrar.
The list given here is as complete of extempore speaker for the Logger group of speakers, weathas It can be made at the present ered the preliminaries of the tournament, and will compete
time. Any seniors whose names do in the finals held this morning.
Win, Loac in Texas
not appear and who expect to graduate in June are urged to consult Mr.
From Redlands, California, where
Plans Inaugurated for New Miller immediately.
they participated in the Pacific
Turf Athletic Field
Coast Invitational Tournament with
Twenty-three students have credits
marked success, the team traveled
such
that
they
can
graduate
at
the
Plans for Coach Roy E. Sandberg's
to Abilene, Texas. There they met
A total
turf field were put under way with end of the summer session.
_______
and defeated McMurry College and
of
59
may
thus
graduate
from
C.
P.
the beginning of the auxiliary field
not including night Mineral Exhibit Takes First Simmons College, and were defeated
on the territory south of Howarth S. this year,
by Abilene Christian College and
school
students.
Science Hall during Campus Day,
Place at Northwestern
North Texas State Teachers' College,
The seniors to graduate in June
Mining Exhibit
the traditional cleanup day at C. P.
Harry Benson, Bertha V. S.
Incidently, Abilene is Charles
S., last Tuesday. The athletic field are:
Berg, Hazel K. Betchart, Frances
A new honor was awarded the sci- Thomas' home town, and to quote
is to be turfed next fall, during I
Bjorkman, Alexander B. Brooks, ence department of the College of Herman Mattson, they "Received the
which time football practice will be
Harry E. Brown, Margaret Louise Puget Sound yesterday when Fred- best of southern hospitality of any
held on the auxiliary field. One third
Dudley, Thelma Adelaide Gander, erick A. McMillan received a loving town we visited." During the three
of the student body, organized into
Marjorie Pearl Gardner, Mary Eliza- cup for having the best exhibit of days they were In the city, they regroups under captains. were put to
beth Garnett, Wilbur H. Goss, Grace minerals on display at the North- ceived write-ups in the morning and
work cleaning up this land and reGertrude Grimes, Lawrence Alfred west Mining Congress. held Tuesday evening papers, they had the use
moving all rocks. A tractor was used
Grimes, Charles Coffman Guiiford, and Wednesday at the Tacoma of the most exclusive clubs for their
to scrape and level this field.
Carol Celeste Hanson, Margaret Nan Hotel.
own use in the spare time, and they
The rest of the students were kept Heinz, Marion James, Charles W.
This is the first time in the his- were feted and dined to their capacoccupied on the remaining parts of Jerauld, Georgia L. Johnson, Myrtle
tory of the college that any science ity.
the campus. The track was widened Henrietta Key, John Raymond King,
department has been awarded a cup
it has been a most pleasant trip,
so that now there are six lanes in- Dorothy Jean Magee, Susan Elifor display and to Bursar Charles said Bill LeVeque in a letter to the
stead of four. A sled leveler was zabeth
Miller, Lucile Murbach, A. Robbins' knowledge it is the first Chi NU
house. He complained about
dragged around the track and base- Chsrl
Pork.:, Harold Por- time any departnteuit, in the wilege the luat in Redjands, but said they
ball diamond and all holes were ter, John Watson Robinson, Dohas won such a distinction.
were entertained royally by all the
filled up. Brush around the tennis rothy
Mitsuo
Fern
Schonborn,
In the absence of President Ed- schools they visited and competed
courts was cleared away and also Paul Suzuki, Hester Louise Teevan,
ward H. Todd, Mr. McMillan receiv- against.
the north end of the campus was Jennie Adeline Teevan, George H.
ed the cup from B. H. Bennett, who
The finals of the men's debate
cleaned up. Flower beds were spaded Teraoka, Dorothy Ellen Turley, Elis chairman of the Mining Bureau tournament, will be broadcast over
and the big mud puddle near Law- mer Tveter and Roger C. Niman.
of the Tacoma Chamber of Com- the National Broadcasting
Comrence Street and Howarth Science
Registrar Miller especially em- merce.
pany network at eight o'clock CenHall was filled in. Faculty members phasized that this list is good only
The geology exhibit was composed tral Time, or six o'clock
Pacific
did their share by making a parking as long as the students maintain
of metallic elements, represented by Time.
space out of the old tennis courts.
their scholarship averages.
one or more of their minerals, with
After the work was finished, each
the exception of two. Puget Sound's
person having earned a meal ticket
exhibit was nicely displayed in a STUL)ETNTS hEAR
was served a free lunch by the Spurs.
large illuminated glass case and won
During the afternoon the interest
GERMAN CONSUL
first place from a field of 18 exof the students was centered upon
i
hibitors, many of whom were large
the annual tug-of-war between the
northwest mining companies. The Dr. Reinhardt Speaks April 11,
sophomores and freshmen. A peppy
minerals are the property of the
On Goethe
freshman class antagonized the seegeology department and have been
()nd year men by lettinLr dnwn
a
cof-- -.
collected almost entirely by Mr. McDuring chapel l)e1'iod April 11, Dr.
fin with a skeleton labeled "Sophs" To Appear in Many Towns in
Millan. Mr. McMillan was assisted Walter L. Reinhardt, German consul
Washington
and
Idaho
from the drops on the stage during
by Harold Brown, Arthur Weber and at Seattle, will be guest of the C. P.
(Continued on Page Four)
ur aUI1,
uiugy students.
S. student body. He will be allotted
The Adelphian Choral Society of
In
an
effort
to
stimulate
wide in- the regular chapel time and his apthe College of Puget Sound. under
FORMER STUDENT
the baton of Professor John Paul terest in Puget Sound's geology de- pearance Monday is a happy antipartment, Mr. McMillan published a cipation of the production of "Faust"
OBTAINS MEDICAL Bennett, will leave Sunday morning, bulletin
that outlined the entire de- on Wednesday.
April 10, to make a ten-day trip
PROFESSORSHIP through the state and parts of Idaho. partment and curriculum offered by Following the assembly Dr. ReinThey will sing in Ellensburg, Ya- the college. These bulletins were hardt will give an illustrated leeDr. J. Everett Buckley, who gradkima, Granger, Zillah, Sunnyside, distributed among the 400 delegates ture third period. The room in which
uated from the College of Puget
Mabton, Prosser, Richiand, Kenne- that attended the convention, the this will be held will be announced
Sound in 1924, has been given a prowick, Walla Walla, Waitsburg, Pom- men coming from all over the north- later.
fessorship at the University of OreIt is assumed that Dr. Reinhardt's
eroy and Clarkston before they cross west and Canada.
gon in Portland. To receive such a
speeches will be in connection with
the state line. In Idaho they will
position is indeed an honor, for Orethe Goethe celebrations which are
be heard in Lewiston and Moscow.
gon ranks very high in medical
to be held during the week following
Returning to Washington, they will
standing in the country.
vacation.
appear in Pullman, Spokane, CashAfter leaving this college, Dr.
mere and Kent. This brings them
Buckley attended the University of
back to Tacoma just ten days after
Oregon, where he received his M. A.
Receives Annual F o o t b a I I
they leave.
degree. Having completed his inScholarship for Highest
While on this tour, the society
terneship at the Lettermens' Hospital
Average
will appear in their new vestments.
in San Francisco, he became assoThese robes were purchased at a
ciated with Dr. Arthur C. Scott, Sr.,
Jack Sprenger, sophomore, added
An unusual collection of flowers
cost of $400, and are in the school
who is chief surgeon in the Scotteolors. Inasmuch as maroon and another honor to his already long is being gathered by the members of
White clinic.
white are also cathedral colors, the list Monday when he was awarded Instructor Gordon D. Alcorn's botDr. Buckley is a member of the
robes fit very nicely into a religious the scholarship presented annually any classes. These flowers are on exfaculty of the medical school in the
setting. While appearing in church to the football player with the hibit in Room 108 of Howarth
department of surgery, and has also
services, the group will have a pro- highest grade average. His mark of Science Hall and all students interopened an office in the Medicalcessional and a recessional, which is 2.20, better than a 'B" average, was ested in viewing the exhibit are welDental Building in Portland. He is
the highest on the squad.
come to do so at any time.
very impressive in the new garb.
also a member of Alpha Omega AlSprenger played well enough at
The flowers are all gathered from
pha, and Sigma Xi, medical honguard on the 1931 Logger eleven to Tacoma and are labeled with both
oraries.
receive all-conference rating, and at their scientific and common names.
NO
While at C. P. S. Dr. Buckley was
the same time engaged in dramatics Last year a collection of 125 species
president of the student body, and
The College of Puget Sound
and choral work. He is a member was made by Mr. Alcorn's students.
affiliated with Sigma Zeta Epsilon
will declare a Spring Vacation,
of Sigma Zeta Epsilon fraternity and This year's collection is not complete
fraternity. He was a student here
starting Monday and continuing
is a graduate of Lincoln High as yet and more flowers will be added
until April 10.
for four years.
School.
every day.
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College Labors
On Campus Day

Geology Dept.
Awarded Cup
At Convention

I
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Choral Society
Fnishes Plans
I For 10 Day Trip

Sprenger Wins
Athletic Award

Botany Students
Gather Flowers
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Ohop Bob To Be Scene Of
Delta Pi Omicron Informal
Fraternity Plans Smart Dinner L)ance For Saturday
Evening to Celebrate Anniversary
One of the outstanding social events of the spring semester
will take place Saturday, April 2 at eight oclock when the Delta
Pi Omicron fraternity celebrate their fifth anniversary with a
dinner-dance at Ohop Bob on the Mountain Highway. The
affair, which will be informal, promises to be gay and entertaining with the decorating, portraying the anniversary idea, as
will the programs and place cards.
Music for the occasion will be furnished by Nathan Lynn's orchestra
and many surprises are in store for
those who attend according to Russell Schmidt and Harold Bowers who
An April Fools' Day celebration,
are in charge. Patrons and patronthe second all-college affair of this
esses will be Professor and Mrs. week, will be held this afternoon
Homer Mans and Dr. and Mrs. Alex from 3 to 5 o'clock at the King Roller Rink, 2707 Pacific Ave. Y. W. C.
Hanson.
An incomplete list of the guests A. cabinet is sponsoring the party
includes the Misses Amney Ivie, with Marion Ray and Haru Semba
Billie Ellison, Frances Patchell, in charge. Four prizes are planned
Lucille Mason, Georgia Gilbert, Ber- with several faculty members as
nice Stewart, Alyce Tamblyn, Billie judges. The best represented group
Ann Austin, Evelyn Frank, Vendella on the campus will be awarded as
Sterling, Martha Ellison, Audrey will the winners of the men's and
Dahlquist, Marion Evans, Margaret women's races and the most accomJohnson, Pauline Hopkins, Harriet plished skating couple. Mrs. Lyle
Vaughn, Constance Williamson, Mar- Ford Drushel and Professor Homer
garet Janes, Miriam Weigle, Mar- Mans will be among the patron and
garet Jackson, Alma Marush, Frances patroness group. Charges will be
Kerr, Louise Donati. Margaret Tel- nominal and tickets may be obtained
ford, Clara Jensen, Gertrude Elliot, from any Y. W. member.

Y. W. SPONSORS
SKATING PARTY

Mrs. George Firth and Mrs. Emory
Franzen.
Men of the fraternity are Harry
Burpee, Karl Andrisek, Norem Ottosen, Harold Bowers, David Martin,
Willard Gray, Fred Brown, Russell
Schmidt, William Elwell, Pat Steele,
Wallace Niesen, Lee Benton. Erling
Erickson, Howard Hubbell, Dick
Armstrong, Edward Maegher, Philip
Farmer, Ed Tucker, Carl McConnell,
Jack Kimball, William Cleveland,
Preston Onstead, Howard Clifford,
Wallace Drake, Burton Kreidler,
Jack Worden, Robert Miles, George
Champlin, George Firth and Emory
Franzen.

Spurs Plan
Luncheon
Spurs, national honorary for
sophomore women, is making plans
for a luncheon scheduled for one
o'clock. Saturday, April 9. The affair will be held at Fisher's reception room with Miriam Weigle in
charge of a committee making arrangements. An interesting program is being arranged to follow the
luncheon.

MRS. C. G. HALLEN
TO SPEAK TO Y. W.

GROUPS HAVE
SMART DANCES
Alpha Chi Nu, Sigma Zeta
Epsilon Entertain
Among smart entertainment sponsored by campus groups are the recent informals given by Alpha Chi
Nu and Sigma Zeta Epsilon fraternities. A springtime motif was
featured at the Chi Nu dance in the
Masonic Roof Garden which was
charmingly decorated for the affair
with daffodils, potted plants and baskets of greenery. Novel programs
in orchid with the yellow and green
colors in room arrangements furthered a pastel theme. Patrons and
patronesses invited were Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Bowler, J. Russell Roberts
and Warren Perry, Ray Chard
headed the committee in charge and
his assistants were Claude Steeves,
Walter Shephard and Bob Carlyle.
Crystal Ballroom of the Winthrop
Hotel was the scene of the Sigma
Zeta Epsilon informal. Appointment
centered about gay blue programs
and favors. Mr. and Mrs. John Paul
Bennett were patron and patroness
of the party planned by Charles
Guilford, chairman, Oswald Heggerness and James Black.

Loyola Urges
RelieT Program

MISS JONES SCALDS SELF
Miss Martha Pearl Jones, sponsor
for the Spurs, was badly scalded
while she was helping in the preparation for the luncheon on Campus
Day. She is improving, however and
is still conducting her classes.

BLINI) STUDENT
TO PUBLISH PAPER

Making p i o g r a in plans are
Helen Christoferson, Elverna LarAlthough he has been sightless
sen and Josie North, with Anita since the age of nine Bernard Krebs,
Kachulis in charge of decorations. 20-yer-old New York university
Patronesses will be Mrs. Charles journalism student contemplates
Robbins, Mrs. Lyle Ford Drushel and the publishing of a daily paper on
Miss Martha Pearl Jones.
graduation from college. The paper
would be printed on Braille presses,
Kappa Phi
making it possible for the nations'
Has Meeting
64,000 blind to keep in touch with
The first meeting of the newly or- current news of the world.
ganized Kappa Phi group was held
According to young Krebs, more
Monday evening at the home of than one-third of this country's
Mrs. Herbert Foote on North Fife. blind are unable to read Braille, beFollowing a business meeting Mil- cause of the inadequate supply of
dred Schaad led a discussion on reading material printed in this
poetry. Lois Twaddle, Marjorie form, or because they lack interest
Dews, and Louise LaRue presented in the unintelligent matter so far
different poems which illustrated published in this manner.
the many types discussed.
If the plan of this sightless youth
materializes, the plant will be 1cated at some central city, such as
Mullin Pledges
St. Louis or Chicago, to facilitate
Alpha Chi Nu
Dean Mullin of the sophomore rapid mailing to the subscribers.
class has been pledged by the Alpha Subscription to the publication
Chi Nu fraternity. Mr. Mullin re- would be free, providing the paper
sides in Tacoma and is a graduate is subsidized.
of Stadium High School.
Special articles of interest to the
blind and current events would
comprise the major portion of the
Pledging
newspaper's contents, although adIs Announced
Sigma Mu Chi fraternity alillounc- vertisements could be printed to
es the pledging of Arthur Manley. good advantage. Even comic strips
Mr. Manley is a freshman, and would be feasible, but other types of
comes from Bellarmine High School. illustrations would be of small worth.

CLEVER MOTIF
IS FEATURE
OF_EVENING

GAMMA SORORITY
IS ENTERTAINED
Alpha Beta Upsilon Has Pot
Luck Supper

Affair Honoring Dr. and Mrs.
E. H. Todd Commemorates
Birthday Anniversaries

After a business meeting in the
afternoon Delta Alpha Gamma sorority had an informal party, Wednesday evening, at the home of Lola
and Lorraine Sanders. Bridge was
played and during a short discussion Glen Sanders accompanied by
his sister, Lola, played a saxophone
solo. Invited guests were Mrs. Ida
Cochran and Mrs. Robert Pooled
Alpha Beta Upsilon sorority entertained Wednesday with a pot-luck
supper at the home of Geneva
Hubly. Many former members were
present. Peggy Palmer and Mildred Grosser received the honors for
bridge which was played during the

evening.
Traditions" was the idea carried
Kappa Sigma Theta
meeting which was held at the home
of Elizabeth Miller, Wednesday evening. Short speeches were given by
Hester Teevan and Marjorie Gardncr. Later there was a business
meeting.
At the Lambda Sigma Chi sorority meeting, Wednesday, sorority
songs were sung and the pledges
served refreshments before the business meeting.

out at the

PLAYERS PRESENT
BIOLOGY STUI)ENTS
"THE VALIANT" AT
HOLD FIELD TRIP
LOCAL CLUBHOUSE

Under the direction of Miss Martha Pearl Jones and sponsored by
My Boy Friend and 1" will be the
the dramatic department, "The
topic Mrs. C. G. Hallen will use for
Valiant," a one-act play, will be giv her talk at the next Y. W. C. A.
en this afternoon at the women's
meeting, which will be the first Tuesclubhouse. Members of the cast are
day after vacation. Mrs. Hallen was
Dorothy Sharp, Morris Summers,
formerly a member of the faculty
Kenneth Powers, Franklin Wahiin the position of professor of Eng- bridge and Robert Eccles.
lish and is the daughter of President
and Mrs. E. H. Todd.
Special plans are being made for
the program to be held in the reception room with Miriam Weigle in
charge. This meeting will be the first
regular one for the new officers.
The Maroon, student publication

In a special meeting of the Biology
club, held yesterday during chapel,
it was announced that there will be
a field trip tomorrow afternoon. The
members and those interested are to
meet at Seventh and A Streets at
12:30 and will travel from there in
cars to Chambers Creek. The group,
led by Professor James R. Slater and
Instructor Gordon Alcorn, will then
make their way to the game farm
and fish hatchery.

ADVERTISERS

PATRONIZE TRAIL
ADVERTISERS

We Serve You Best

La Mesa Redonda, in a special
meeting this noon in the Reception
room, is holding pledging ceremony
for a number of students. Harriet
Rosenzweig, assisted by Marion
James and Louis Spadafore, are in
charge of ritual work. Don McLean. John Bardsley, Margaret Giesey, Sheldon Williams and Helge
Nelson are the new pledges to the
organization.
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PATRONIZE TRAIL

Featuring a faculty sons and
daughters idea, a clever program was
presented last night at the party
honoring President and Mrs. Edward
H. Todd. The affair commemorated
the birthday anniversaries of the
honored guests. Decorations were
in green and yellow. with daffodils
for floral appointments. A spring
motif was used throughout.
The program, which was a surprise to Dr. Todd and his wife, was
in the form of a radio broadcast,
opened with Herbert Hite announcing from "Station CPS." Little
Marjorie Mans was first on the
program, with a address of we!come. She was followed by Virginia and Esther Lou Herman who
carried a pot of tulips to Mrs. Todd.
After this, Sara Lou Miller carried
a tiny boutoniere to Dr. Todd as
she sang a song to him. The broadcaster then announced a yellow
chariot, which appeared, drawn by
Fritzi Herrmann and Yvonne Battin. It contained a large birthday
cake, which was lifted to the table
by Helen Ann Hite.
Fred McMillin presented two piano
numbers, the second of them being his own composition. Its title
was 'Hop, Skip and Jump." Barbara and Helen Ann Hite gave a
clever tap dance. After the entire
group of little folks, all dressed in
yellow and green for the occasion,
sang a birthday greeting to the
Todds, announcer Herbert Hite
signed off for the evening.

Mesa Redonda
Has Pledging

of Loyola University, which is located at New Orleans. is sponsoring
a nation wide unemployment relief
program.
This southern paper urges that
mite boxes be placed in the lunch
rooms on every campus and that
students contribute one cent to this
box for every meal they eat in the
cafeteria. Figuring on an average
of 500 students eating twice a day,
j•
$10 would be given each day for relief. Taking all the colleges throughout the nation into consideration
there would be an available fund of
$1,755,000 at the end of the school
year. Money given for unemploynient in this manner is to be turned
over to relief authorities.
Residents of New Orleans are
contributing to mite boxes placed in
one of the cafeterias and report a
small degree of success. Although
The Maroon proposes the plan for
colleges, it need not be confined to
schools alone but could be inaugurated in city, buildings and restaurants.

PROCTOR
PHARMACY
W. P. Ragsdale
N. 26th & Proctor Proc. 571

WASHING'OII

NGMVIN$

ARTISTS'

MAN2620
$
t.PIiOTO-TC'!JPIA IOIO
EPIGRAVRS'..
• A. STRICT

JACK'S GRIDDLE
913 COMMERCE
WAFFLES
Oodles of Butter,
Syrup and Honey

We Write
Fire and Auto
a

:

Insurance

NEAL E. THORSEN

Quick Adjustments

Costumer and Hair Shop
Hair Goods, Hair Dyes,
Toupees, Wigs, Masks

C. F. Mason Co.
Realtors, 1109 Pac., MAin 2652

926½ Bdwy., Tacoma
PHONE MAIN 3111

There is nothing that will refresh and invigorate you
so much as our

Mid-Nite Lunches ad Fountain Flavors

V
You dont have to worry about getting

MELLINGER

SERVICE after Theatre or Dance at the

Funeral Home

NORTH END FOOD SHOP
2707 North Proctor

Main 251 510 Tac. Ave.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Prof eiona1

I.

Pliarii acies

WO_ — IN(;
O R~v
SP icE
4w

REDERICK
Co.
DEAN

ANNOUNCING!
The Oprning of our second new store at 2 1 st

and Odk.

NEW ERA CLEANERS
Plain dresses, coats, suits, hats-70c and $1 delivered
PRoctor 1 102

3823 North 27th
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OUTLAW QUINTET
HANDED DRUBBING
YESTERDAY NOON

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
STANDINGS
W L Pct.
Team
Alpha Chi Nu ..... ........... 7 0 1.000
.875
Outlaws .......................... 7 1
.857
Sigma Zeta Epsilon 6 1
.572
Delta Pi Omicron ...... 4 3
.500
Sigma Mu Chi ............ 4 4
.375
Delta Kappa Phi ...... 3 5
.143
Peter Pugets ................ 1 6
.125
Nippons ........................ 1 7
.125
Independents .............. 1 7

Loggers Defeat
Abe Trackmen

Local Cinder Artists Win All
Coach Roy Sandberg Guides Maroon and White Football AspirRelay Events
ants Through Five Weeks of Intensive Training; Good ProsLogger track and field artists
pects Developed by Logger Mentor

scored an overwhelming victory over
Lincoln high Tuesday afternoon at
Lincoln bowl in a practice relay
meet, winning by a 64½ to 28 1/2
be a scoring battle between players count. C. P. S. won all of the six
playing opposite to each other as relay events, took first and third in
Peterson and Ennis, Zete guards, the 100-yard dash, and made a fair
record in the field, where they were
collected 4 each while Warwick and
doped to be weak.
Masterson,
Outlaw
forwards,
colWith a better than even
Lincoln's clean sweep in the javechance to win the intramura' lected 8 and 6 respectively.
lin and shot won most of the RailSummary:
basketball championship for
splitter points. Pete Piety scored an
(22) OutLaws unexpected victory over Hardwick
the first time, the Alpha Chi Sigma Zetes (17)
Smith. Lynx ace, in the discus with
Nu fraternity is to meet Sigma K. Heg'ness ............ F_____
Zeta Epsilon, champions for 0. Heg'ness (3) ....F.........(8) Warwick a throw of 109 feet, 7 inches.
Marks in most of the events were
the past three years, in the Weick (3) ..............C......(6) Masterson
final game tonight at eight Peterson (4) ..........G......(1) Casperson held down somewhat by the sloppy
Ennis (4) ...... ... ..... G ...............Williams condition of the track and field,
0' c I oc k.
caused by a continual drizzles of
If the Chi Nus win tonight they
Nippons vs. Independents
rain throughout the afternoon.
will be declared champions, while
The independents won from the
Summary:
if they lose they will meet the Out- Nippons by default in the second
100-yard dash—Doty, C. P. S., first;
laws and Sigma Zetes in the playoff. game Tuesday.
Good, Lincoln, second; Woodard, C.
In the preliminary game at seven
Outlaws vs. Chi Nus
P. S., third. Time-10:3.
o'clock the Peter Pugets will meet
Before a capacity crowd the Alpha
440-yard relay—C. P. S. (Woodard,
the Delta Pi Omicrons in a game Chi Nu fraternity proved they are Brotman, Bates, Doty). Time-46.
which will decide the winner of a real threat to the basketball cham880-yard relay—C. P. S. (Bower,
fourth place. A small admission pionship when they downed the prePiercy, Weick, Doty). Time-1.39.
Mile relay—C. P. S. (Brotman,
charge of ten cents will be made in viously undefeated Outlaws by the
order to pay the referee and any overwhelming score of 30 to 14 Whitman, Command, Strobel) . Time
—.3:48.
surplus will go towards purchasing Thursday at noon.
Two-mile relay—C. P. S. (Kohler,
a cup for the runner-up in playThe Outlaws were clearly outWood, Whitman, Nyman). Timeground ball.
played in the game Thursday and
9:04.
Outlaws vs. Zetes
the winners took an early lead and
Distance medley relay—C. P. S.
In the first game this week the won with plenty to spare. The Chi (Brotman, Smith, Teats, McCoy).
Outlaws sprang an upset when they Nus went on a scoring rampage and Time-7 :04.
downed the Sigma Zeta Epsilon fra- piled up enough points to give the
Shuttle-hurdle relay—C. P. S.
ternity by the score of 22 to 17 be- Sigma Zetes something to worry (Bower, Piercy, Bates, Weick). Time
fore the largest crowd to witness a a'out. Campbell and Montgomery —58.3.
Pole vault—Seversen, C. P.S. ,
basketball game in the college gym led in the scoring with 12 and 11
first; West and McConnell, C. P. S.,
this year. The game was played at respectively.
and Michel and Winfree, Lincoln,
noon Campus Day and the Outlaws,
Summary:
tied for second. Height-9 feet, 9
showing better team play than in Chi Ni's (30)
(14) Outlaw inches.
any other previous game, took an Campbell (12) ......F..............(4) Miller
High jump—Piety, C. P. S., first;
early lead and were never in danger Brotman (4) ........F.............Mastersor
. Campbell, C. P. S.. second; Argel, C.
of losing. The game turned out t Montgomery (11) C......(6) Caspersor P. S. and Prescott, Lincoln, tied for
Honeywell ..............G.........(3) WarwicL third. Height-5 feet, 4 inches.
Broad jump—Doty, C. P. S., first;
Gibson (3) ........ ....G ... .. ........ .William
Command, C. P. S., second; L. BrunPeter
Pugets
vs.
Mu
Chis
PATR 0 NIZE
The Sigma Mu Chi fraternity . stad, Lincoln, third. Distance—lB
, feet, 5.5 inches.
downed the Peter Puë3Tt
Shot put—Smith, Lincoln, first; L.
TRAIL
score of 32 to 9 in the second gain
Brunstad, Lincoln, second; Brooks,
played Thursday. Innis, Mu Ch : Lincoln, third. Distance-42 feet, 7
forward, went wild to score half o: . inches.
ADVERTISERS
his team's points while Chard lec L
Discus—Piety, C. P. S., first;
the losers with 4.
Smith, Lincoln, second; Brooks, Lincoln, third. Distance, 109 feet, 7 in( ches.
Javelin—Greening, Lincoln, first;
SPALD I NC'S
Smith, Lincoln, second; Brooks, LinIT'S THE BEST
coln, third. Distance-147 feet, 4 inWashington Hardware Company
ches.

Chi Nus Stage Brilliant
Performance to Outplay Rougher Opponents; Remain Only Un(lefeated Five in League

LOGGER GRIDDERS END PRACTICE TODAY
AS SPRING FOOTBALL MAKES FINAL BOW
With this afternoon's practic ' spring football will come to
a close and the 30 odd gridders will lay aside their togs until
the opening of the regular seasoi . next fall. Under the watchful eye of Coach Roy Sandberg, the candidates for the 1932
grid machine have gone througi 1 five weeks of intensive drill
in order to give the Logger me ntor an idea of what will be
necessary to give C. P. S. a winr iing aggregation next fall.

INTERCLASS MEET
SLATED BY SEWARD
All Undergraduates Eligible for
Cinder Event
One of the two meets to be staged
at, home by Logger trackmen this
year has been definitely scheduled
for 3 P. M. on Thursday and Friday,
April 14 and 15. It will be the
annual interclass track and field
contest, with upper classmen, sophomores and freshmen being represented.
"The feature of this annual track
meet," says Coach Raymond Seward, "is the fact that it will give
everyone an opportunity to participate." In other words, all undergraduates are eligible.
It will also be used as a tryout
for the Ellensburg Normal meet to
be run off April 23, at Ellensburg.

MEXICANS HEAR
I)RY PROGRAMS
Students in Mexico are now listening to a radio program known as
the "anti-alcoholic hour," according to information just received and
issued by the Ministry of Industry,
Commerce and Labor, of the Mexican government at Mexico City.
The information stated : "A weekly 'anti-alcoholic hour' is now observed in all the federal schools of
the republic, numbering nearly 20,000, as a part of Mexico's temperaiice campaign." The hour, which
is broadcast every Friday from 11 to
12 in the morning, is being devoted
to the instruction of the pupils on
the evils of drink. This method of
reaching the coming generation was
initiated by the Ministry of Industry, Commerce, and Labor;

924 Pacific Avenue
Patronize Trail Advertisers
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Plan now to make her day a happy one.
Have a new portrait made, specially for her
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SCHOOL PRINTING
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For novel and
delicious creations
for parties
There is none
better than
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JOHNSON - COX COMPANY
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ICE CREAM
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Investigation Made
On Amount of Sleep
Needed by Individual
Investigations of the mysteries of
sleep are being carried on at Oregon
State College to Colgate University
in New York via Pittsburgh and
Chicago.
Mild months, April and October,
particularly have been found most
conductive to efficiency in both
mental and physical efforts but the
amount of sleep needed differs accvording to the individual.
Sir Thomas Oliver, professor of
medicine at the University of Durham, rarely sleeps over six hourr
nightly.
Edison was said to require from
four to six hours. While Woodro
Wilson needed from nine to ten
hours.
Col. Lindbergh slept from 4 a. in
to 2 p. m. after his landing in Paris
but after awakening his lack ol
fatigue was said to be due to hi
regular habit of sleeping from sever
to nine hours.

Promising Athletes
Among the men who have turned
)Ut are not only the lettermen of
list year and other prospects now
ittending college, but also several
romising athletes who are not atending school at the present or are
still in high school. Some of these
)utside prospects will undoubtedly
mroll in the Maroon and White intitution next fall and will give the
ettermen a tough tussle for their
positions. Their participation in the
spring drills has acquainted them
with Sandberg's style of football and
made it possible for them to start
the falrpractices on the same level
as those now attending C. P. S.
Shift Play Used
The outstanding development of
the past five weeks has been the
institution of the shift style of play
by "Sandy." The shift used is somewhat similar to that used by the
University of Southern California
two years ago. Much stress has been
made on the perfection of plays to
be used. A large number have been
tried out but only those that have
worked out to the satisfaction of
the Logger mentor will be used during the regular season.
A large part of the offensive play
will be via the air route with Jack
Kimball on the throwing end of
the passes. Kimball has become an
accurate heaver of the pigskin and
with fast ends to get down the field,
considerable yardage will undoubtedly be gained in this way.
The change of Roy Carlson from
his old berth at tackle to the fullback role has become a permanent
one, and when the opening whistle
is blown for the 1932 season, the
former Aberdeen athlete will likely
be at fullback. This is the only
change that has been made by
Sindberg during the spring drills
except that Kenny Bourke will devote his entire time to the tackle
position instead of dividing it between that of tackle and center as
he did last year.
Gridders Listed
The gridders who have gone
through their paces in the prehmmary drills are: Sterling, Bagley,
Warwick, Slatter, Sprenger, Bourke,
Carlson, Brusch, Ennis, Gagnon,
1-loidal, Hurwort.h, Mura, Pettibone,
Sexton, Casperson. Gilbert, Collins,
Hopkins, Johnson, Frye, Briles, Cutlip, Robinson, Drummond, Smith,
Dunning, Davidson, Miller, Short,
McConnell and Kimball.
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UNIVERSITY PLANS
ACTIVITY CHANGES

cer said, "but means really that students will participate more in cerLain phases of the university activities."
The president plans to work in
cooperation with the Board of Control and have a faculty committee
acceptable to the board under the
BUSINESS STAFF
direction of Dean David Thomson,
Business Manager
Franklin Waibridge
- ..
Dorothy Sharp '34 vice-president of the university. InAssistant Business Manager
Advertising Manager ------Marjorie Johnson '35 stead of laying so much attention
and publicity, as well as money, to
Circulation Manager
------Creighton Flynn '35
the major sports such as football,
Assistants
basketball, track and crew, the presiArthur Manley '35, Lucile Mason '35, Bill McCarty '35, Ruth McGovern
dent plans to emphasize those sports
'35, Ralph Smith '34, Louise Woods '35, Grace Weller '35, Betty Francisco
that will be of value to students
'35 and Truly Physeck '34.
after they have graduated from college.
Among Dr. Spencer's plan of
A letter received by the college recently complimenting changes are improvements to the
Puget Sound on its strong financial standing, proves quite a university golf course, to the handblow to the continual knockers of our institution. The letter ball courts, installation of squash
comes from a surveyor of small colleges and from one who courts and additions to the tennis
knows and recognizes a school's real value. These insistent ourts.

Assistants

-

-

-

THE COLLEGE'S POCKETBOOK

knockers must acknowledge the truth, and especially when
it comes from persons of authority outside our own educational
circle.
Many institutions have been forced to close their doors
because of the conditions in the country at this time. C. P. S.
continues to be maintained in spite of national finances and
the much talked of "depression. " The present standing of
the college is very high and every student shouldbe proud of
it as well as of the institution itself. Praise should be given to
the leaders and associates of Puget Sound, but praise alone
cannot repay in full for the efforts and time expended in this
furtherment of our college. —E. D.

COLLE(;E EJMJCA TION
A college education should supply an individual with a greater knowledge of facts than has previously been his. And,
still more important, certain habits and attitudes should have
been adopted and marked principles acquired before one's
college days shall have been brought to a close.
In view of the fact that students do not remember facts it
is our belief that college teachers should create in our characters and personalities habits that go toward making an individual successful. We should acquire the habit of reading
good literature if we expect to excel in any of the many lines
of endeavor which require this development. Likewise, if we
are to be musicians of merit we must learn to listen to good
music. Arthur Brisbane, in relating his qualifications of a
successful newspaper reporter, says that in order to excel in
this field a person must acquire the habit of being awake to
current happenings, styles and trends. This explanation, it
seems to us, strikes a keynote in that excellency in any line
of activity is dependent upon the forming of certain habits.
Surely, an objective of a college education should be these acquisitions.
Another principle to be borne in mind in a college educahon is the formation of attitudes. Especially at this time, a
college graduate is expected to have an intelligent attitude
toward the arts, matters of living, religion, politics and other
issues of this nature. These require open thinking and toler ant understanding. A college education should lend this ability to a person in that broadminded attitudes are necessary
today.
Principles, also, should be an objective of college training
We should be taught the principles or general effects of history instead of minute facts and details. In the pursuit of
knowledge along lines of science, a college education should
endeavor to create a scientific spirit within the individual
instead of encouraging his memorizing mere facts.
Facts, however, are a beneficial acquisition of college studies.
In spite of the asserted truth that we remember only slightly
over five per cent of the facts we learn, it is a proved fact
that it is easier to learn material once assimilated than learn
it for the first time. Facts learned along lines of the student's
greatest interest are usually remembered.
It follows that a college education should furnish an individual with a moderate amount of facts, and habits, principles and attitudes. —The Tech Talk.
took them down to the lab, where
he has been distributing them.
Professor George F. Henry took
The other day Professor James' some for his own fish pond, and
R. Slater of the biology department Professor Slater has placed a large
\':ent into a store-room, where some number in the ponds and puddles
time ago he had left a perfectly around the school and campus.
innocent Bufo Boreas, or common Anyone wishing to hear the croakgarden toad. Imagine his sui'prise ing of toads around his house all
when he found that she had be- night., may have some eggs by call('onle a mother, and was proudly ing on Professor Slater, as he still
considering some thousands of has a large number of the offeggs. Mr. Slat,er immediately gath- spring on hand. (Have you a little
erecT them into a lai'ge pan, and Biifo in your home?)

itufo Eggs Found in
Biology Store-Room

L
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Going Places & Doing Things

Pres. Spencer Hopes to Abolish
on Campus Daydid you see—LARRYGRIMES aiding the neckOver Emphasis
tie jerkers—HAZEL BETCHART and JEAN RALEIGH standOver emphasis of athletics will ing guard at the rock pile—HAROLD JOHNSON giving his imsoon become a thing of the past is pressions of Maurice Chevalier—JOSIE NORTH counting quarthe silent prayer of President M. ters—REX WEST reading Ballyhoo—BETTY BRUMBAUGH
Lyle Spencer of the University of and CELIA GRACE SCOFIELD playing with snakes and Iizard
Washington. There is a mo'ement —HERBERT SMITH being fraternal with the professors—JANE
underway now on the university PORTER collecting meal tickets—FRESHMEN violating colcampus to place the ASUW affairs
lege traditions—KENNETH OLLAR hiding behind a huge
under the president's supervision
Graflex
camera—BOB SCHMIDT discussing the art of fly castand control.
"This does not mean the failure ing—ED MC COY exhibiting a fondness for doughnuts—the
of student government," Dr. Spen- LAMBDAS holding open house.

Melba Alleman '33, Elden Billings '35, Harold Bowers '35, Howard
Clifford '34, William Coplan '35, Elza Dahlgren 35, Willard Haynes '34,
Edwin Honeywell '35, Margaret Janes '34, Dick Link '33, Arthur Linn '35,
Charles MacLean '34, Marguerite McMaster '35, Thelma Meisnes '35, Jim
Montgoxnerie '35. Dorothy Nadeau '34. Harriet Rosenzweig '34, Lois TwaddIe '35, Elsie Voorhees '35 and Clinton West '35.

--

PAGE POUR

)'IEMORIES OF THE
OLD-TIME C. P. S.
FOUND IN RECORDS
Back in the days when you! and
you ! and you ! were shooting
marbles and playing with dolls, the
College of Puget Sound was relabively young. So young, in fact, that
the Color Post was just a seedling,
and the quadrangle was only a tnangle. And did they have school
spirit! Just listen to this yell:
Rah! Rah! Rah! Methodist College!
Three times three for higher
knowledge!
Will she get there? Well, I
guess!
OUR COLLEGE!!! C. P. S.!!!
Can't you see House, Summers
nd Innis working up a sweat over
that "Three times three for higher
toowledge"?
And yells weren't all they had.
Why, they were boasting at that
time about their 166 alums, 162 of
whom were still living. Let us hope
they are still enjoying their munlane existence in this time of deDression.
The faculty numbered 24 then,
with eight of them in the Conservaory of Music. Now, however, the
rour who hold the whip hand in the
onservatory seem to be enough.
But the finishing touch is the
;logan popular at that time: " 'OUR
OLLEGE—The College of Washngton Methodism."
We 1aug11 at these relics and
nemories of a decade and a half
go, but who knows? Maybe we will
)e laughed at in another fifteen
,'ears. So smile and chuckle to
ourself, for these evidences of a
ormer college life were dear to the
:ollegians of that time.

Kansans Exchange
Pigs for Tuition
In the little town of Highland in
the northwestern part of Kansas Is
a small junior college where football
has been stricken from the curniculum and an effort Is being made to
lift academic interests to a higher
plane.
It is known as Highland college,
and has a total enrollment of 55.
Tuitions are paid by the exchange
of cows, pigs, and other farm produce, some of which are passed on
to faculty members as part of their
salaries.
"Four years ago," said J. L. Howe,
president of the college, "Highland
college broke loose from some of the
traditions that are handicapping
the American colleges, by discontinuing intercollegiate football and
announcing that the college would
attempt to lift academic Interests
above night-shirt parades, powder
puffs and soft-collar adjustments to
the plane of serious effort."
The administration was warned
that such a school program would
surely fail, he stated. The new p01icy nearly wrecked the small school
and the public assumed the highhat attitude.
"The tide, however, turned," President Howe added. "At least we
have a group of young people on the
campus this year who are willing to
go to any length to get an education. Money is scarce. We have
worked out a plan whereby they can
bring in produce from the farm:
beef, pork, butter and eggs."
This primitive form of barter has
proved surprisingly successful, and
the students have discovered that
they can get along very excellently
without intercollegiate football,
They have found that college can
mean something more than seeing
how good a football team can be
turned out. They have realized that
after all college is a place where
one goes to get an education and to
fill his head with something more
than just names of football heroes
and victory scores.

College Cleans Up
(Continued From Page One)
the assembly in the morning. This
was confiscated by the sophs after
a heated battle. A large sign bearing
the numerals of the freshmen was
lowered, only to be taken also by the
sophs but recovered later and placed
on the roof over the cloisters. Group
fights were carried on in attempting
to remove the forbidden neckties
from the freshmen. Buckets of water
and potatoe salad were thrown
freely.
However with the freshmen winfling the tug-of-war the traditional
hostilities between the two lower
classes were officially ended. While
a fire hose played its cold steam between the two straining teams, the
I
stalwart frosh team slowly pulled
their opponents clear through the
water. This is the first time In three
years that the sophomores have been
defeated.
Members of the sophomore team
were Bob Raleigh, Bob Scott, Bob
Holland, Ed House, Raymond Campbell, Dan Brown and John Bardsley.
The frosh team was composed of Ed
Mura, Keith MacDougall, Kenny
Powers, Jerry Hanson, Wilhelm
Bokke, Steven Church and Clyde
Archer.
The day was concluded with a
"hard times" dance that evening at
the Odd Fellows' Hall. The girls wore
gingham dresses while most of the
boys appeared in cords or knickers.
An exceptionally large percentage of
the student body enjoyed this social
function.
.

STUI)ENT PLANS
EXTENDED TRIP
John La Furgey, a freshman, has
withdrawn from school this semester
in order to accompany his uncle on
his fishing boat. They will cruise
Alaskan waters remaining north
during the spring and summer. Mr.
La Furgey plans to return in time
to re-enter college in September.
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